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About This Game

Sun Blast is the best 3d space shooter on Steam. Earn upgrades as you fight your way through a massive seleciton of
levels.

In a period of 48 hours, an alien race utterly annihilated Earth's military forces. Only one colonial ship remains, and it's
humanity's last chance.

Choose your starfighter and join the desperate counter-assault on the alien forces. You're massively overpowered and
ridiculously outgunned, but with cunning and a lot of luck, you can prevail.

As you prove your worth in combat, you'll rise in rank and gain the ability to upgrade your ships weapons and defenses. This is
the 3d space shooter you've been waiting for!

Features:

Full gamepad support

Three ship designs to choose from, each with unique look and behavior

Fight against stealthy fighters and gigantic starships
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Huge level selection, from planet orbits to underground tunnels to infested military bases

Replay levels to earn medals

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Just a ripoff of Rust.... pretty good game without the vr but with the vr its just terrible. This game is really has really nice art, it
is fun to play and overall the puzzles are interesting.. Purely fantastic. What a lovely addition to the game. I have just finished
my first playthrough and well, I'll say it again, fantastic. I can't wait to get started on doing with the next three Underlords.
I like the way each game is setup different to the next the next, nice variety, definitely kept things interesting. I did notice some
levels are linear and there are only certain routes you can take where as others you can play around the map and be a bit more
stealthy in your attack. As I say, a nice variety.
A bit unrelated I know but, I really enjoyed the new aspects that have been brought to game and the way they have been used in
this DLC. Don't want to say too much it spoils the suprise.
A worthy buy and a worthy addition to the game. Well done Devs.
. source engine car racer shooter without any players. it wouldn't even let me start.. I just recently reviewed the point-and-click
game The Wardrobe and don't want to have to rewrite a lot of the same details for Darkestville Castle, so the short version is that
I prefer the puzzle design to be logical first and foremost for these types of games.

While this game definitely has a few confusing puzzles, it's overall a lot more manageable and understandable. When a character
needs something, they'll say it. And usually you'll find out that another character has it and wants something else, so on and so
forth. But at least it's generally interconnected and you work backwards to some starting point. Unlike some games where you
have to make an utter guess of what you're supposed to do.

Darkestville Castle has quite a lot of dialogue and interaction, which is a plus for me, because it gives more details about the
funny world, and also helps make some of the goals a bit clearer. The main character, Cid, is pretty snarky and yet bearable, and
most of the characters you meet are funny, which is ideally something critical for games of this style.

Thus, I'd say this game was in a better group of point-and-click games I have tried out. It's not necessarily in the best, but it's
pretty good overall and worth a try.
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Another awful mobile indie autorunner with a horrible user interface. The whole Steam page description does very little to clue
you in on what it actually is. Let's try to break it down

Over 40 levels

That must be so hard when all of the levels are basically the same.

Groovy platforming

WHAT PLATFORMING WHEN IT PLAYS ITSELF!?

Funk-Fu, ancient Greece, gods and demigods
Fight to restore the funk by defeating Pop, Rock and Rap
Ride your pimped-out Pegaus

Shut up. These aren't features! They aren't! THOSE ARE VAGUE IDEAS AND BUZZWORDS! (And did they intentionally
misspell Pegasus?)

Trash like this does little but add filler to bundles on third party sites and earn you some cards to sell. Why Steam allows mobile
phone garbage like this onto their store, I don't know. Avoid.. Really fun trippy open world 2d rpg, i dont want to spoil anything
but the concept is really fun and the game does a lot with it :)
I enjoyed exploring the world and slowly poking my way through the content :)
Well worth a try, bargain for the price :). You smash balls. Do you like smashing balls of various sizes? Then this game is for
you. It's very simple but extremely fun!

After several rounds of smacking baseballs, I get a good sweat going and it's so much fun! Hitting the beach balls are the easiest
but it's incredibly satisfying as something to do as some mindless catharsis. This is little more than a tech demo yet it serves as
proof that the future of VR gaming is bright.

I highly recommend this simple but extremely satisfying little title!. Elyssia is a cutie and Magna is a real milf =^-^=. Lots of
updates, Ability to make your own maps and do it with others. Great shooting mechanic that prevents people from copying a
guide to 1 shot everything. Devs are responsive and nice. Hope it gets more attention. Maggie's Apartment is such a nice
refreshing game with a colorful cast of characters and such interesting art style. With the game's lighthearted style the dark
undertones were much more impactful. While the game is relatively short the story was just so good that I wouldn't mind
replaying it again. If you are interested in charming art and a great story this game is for you!. Used to have this game on my
phone and played it all the time, This is exacally the same, great way to zone out and farm some animals. Just make sure they
dont run out of food or else the animals get grumpy haha. Within 15 minutes I was already battling Satan himself. Do I need to
say more?
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